Visits to a hospital or healthcare provider can be confusing. All the forms, medical lingo and procedures can keep you from asking an important, basic question:

**AM I GETTING QUALITY CARE?**

The American Heart Association and American Stroke Association want to make that question easier to answer.

For more than a decade we’ve worked with healthcare providers across the nation, supplying their care teams with the latest clinical treatment guidelines, with the goal of helping them provide their patients with quality care.

Check out our [searchable map](#) to learn more about hospitals that participate in our quality improvement programs, including facilities recognized for meeting American Heart Association and American Stroke Association criteria for consistently following guidelines.

You can also find out more about our quality programs [here](#). But remember that you also play an important role in quality improvement by partnering with your healthcare team. Check our list of good questions to ask about your health at [heart.org/questionstoaas](http://heart.org/questionstoaas).